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FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) 

Department Name: Bachelor of Library and Information Science 

Sr.No. Type Details 

1.  
Question  What is the qualification required to take admission in BLIS? 

Answer It is necessary to pass a bachelor's degree from any UGC recognized university. 

2.  Question  How much is the fee in BLIS in BAOU? 

Answer FOR MALE 
Rs. 6100/- 
FOR FEMALE 
Rs. 4300/ 

3.  Question  Where can one get a job  opportunity after BLIS course? 

Answer After BLIS, there are possibilities of getting job on posts like school librarian and college 
librarian assistant. 

4.  Question  Is Degree from BAOU course valid for government recruitment? 

Answer Yes, courses done in BAOU are valid for any government job in India. 

5.  Question  Which subjects are studied in BLIS course? 

Answer For more details see the course structure at https://baou.edu.in/courses/BLIS. 

6.  Question  How to download self-study material of BLIS? 

Answer SLM can be download from Following Link under SLM Click Button 

Related Website 

Link 

https://baou.edu.in/courses/BLIS 

7.  Question  How to watch video lectures of BAOU for BLIS? 

Answer BAOU All Video Lectures are broadcasted from time to time on University's Official 
YouTube Channel (https://www.youtube.com/c/baougujarat) and Vande Gujarat Channel-
16. 

8.  Question  Does BAOU have regular classes for BLIS studies? 

Answer No, but the counseling of the student's question is done by the Counselor at the faculty 
and various study centers of the university. 

9.  Question  Want to do Internship in BLIS? If yes, where? 

Answer For BLIS, 30 days internship has to be done in any university or college. Which at the end 
has to present its report at the University 

10.  Question  Which subject is studied in BLIS course? 

Answer In this regards for more information https://baou.edu.in/courses/BLIS 



11.  Question  Can I study in BLIS BAOU if I am doing a regular course in another university? 

Answer Yes two courses can be done simultaneously in regular and distance mode. 

12.  Question  Are BLIS credits transferable? 

Answer Yes, credit transfer is done as per the university's credit transfer rules. 

13.  Question  Can I get a scholarship as a BLIS student? 

Answer Yes, it can be obtained based on the rules of Gujarat Government and University. 

14.  Question  How many credits in BLIS course? 

Answer 38 

15.  Question  What is the course duration of BLIS? 

Answer Minimum 1 years and Maximum 4 Years 

16.  Question  What is the study pattern of BLIS in BAOU? 

Answer BLIS curriculum is taught through distance learning method. In which the reading material 
for self-study will be given to the students in print form and through soft copy available on 
the university website. Counseling sessions will be held in study centers. 

17.  Question  How to download assignment for BLIS? 

Answer Please visit the BLIS Syllabus at https://baou.edu.in/assignment, where you need to select 
the study and year 

Related Website 

Link 
https://baou.edu.in/assignment  

18.  Question  Is there a provision to change study center after admission in BLIS course? 

Answer Yes, there is a provision to change study center after admission in BLIS course. 

19.  Question  What is the process of student evaluation? 

Answer Students will be assessed in two ways. 
(1) Based on the Assignment Work.: Weightage 30% 
(2) Term end examination: Weightage 70% 

20.  Question  What is the medium of language of BLIS course? 

Answer Medium of BLIS Course is Gujarati But Students can Write there answer in English.  
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